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the downsides of using older editions of textbooks top hat staff
august 13 2019 textbook prices continue to be out of control and one
of the most common ways that students get around the issue of high
prices is through buying older editions which usually cost a fraction
of the price

bookfinder com new used books rare books
textbooks
Feb 27 2024

textbook search compare prices on new and used textbooks rentals old
editions and international edition textbooks

confirmed students can use older editions of
textbooks for a
Jan 26 2024

there are several well known ways to save on textbooks amazon half
renting library reserves international editions and using older
editions previous editions can save you in most cases the most amount
of money

is it a good idea to buy older edition
textbooks reddit
Dec 25 2023

is it a good idea to buy older edition textbooks hello 1l here taking
constitutional law i criminal law and property in the spring i m
trying to save hundreds of dollars by buying one edition older than
what s required my plan is to look up on westlaw if there are any
missing cases in the older editions i also have quimbee to supplement

what s your experience with using older
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p if you are thinking of using an older edition of a textbook make
sure to ask email the professor at my school sometimes professors will
specify older editions of textbook okay i was always tempted to use
older editions of textbooks but instead i choose to buy international
editions up to 4 times cheaper and has the exact same

difference between editions of textbooks
synonym
Oct 23 2023

before purchasing a previous edition of a textbook to save money
contact the professor to ask about differences between editions and if
it would be a hindrance for you to use the older edition references
most textbook publishers release new editions of their textbooks every
three to four years
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